Typical feedback about Dr Mark's Sessions
with G&T and More Able Pupils
What some LA Gifted & Talented Co-ordinators have said:
“…all science colleagues highly impressed!”
“…‘cracking’ day – very well received by all…”
“The evaluations from pupils and staff suggest
that there was a great deal of stimulation learning
going on, and the pupils’ enthusiasm for science
has clearly been enhanced.”

“..pupils and their teachers were kept fully
involved…..The process of scientific enquiry is
clearly exemplified in the experiments you
demonstrate….The level of thinking was
particularly appropriate for these able children.”

What some teachers have said about the contents of the day courses:
“Super ideas.”
“An excellent day. All students were very
actively involved, lots of ‘maths talk’ and
enthusiasm.”
“An excellent way of making science interesting
& fun, especially for G&T pupils who can get
bored easily.”

“Extremely useful, really got the pupils to think.”
“Suitability: Extremely; Usefulness: Wow Yes;
Materials obtained: Fantastic”
“A really inspirational day which will fuel my
teaching for the future.”
“Excellent workshop/ideas – good stimulating
experiments.”

What some teachers said about how attending the course could impact on G&T provision:
“Good ideas for extra-curricular clubs.”
“All year groups should be targeted with the
ideas covered. It will have its greatest impact on
teaching methodologies in terms of ways to
inspire pupils.”

“Shows a different approach to (teaching about)
Physical Sciences.”
“Very greatly as it will impact enthusiasm.”
“…this has given me some real ideas on how to
approach science for G&T.”

Some other teachers’ comments about the course:
“A fantastic day. Well delivered, managed and
thought through.”
“Overall a very worthwhile and exciting workshop.”
“I really enjoyed the day. Thank you.”

“Thoroughly enjoyable – absorbing.”
“Very different – Excellent presentation.”
“Excellent INSET – interesting, informative and
relevant!”

Some comments pupils have made after the science and maths G&T day courses:
“It was cool…”
“It made me think about maths in a different way.”
“…I want to do it again please!!!”
“I think it was brilliant..”
It was a brilliant day, I enjoyed it a lot.”
“It has made me think more ‘mathematically’.”
“It has made me think more deeply….”
“Thank you – I really enjoyed it!”

“I now love science.”
“It’s given me a better understanding about
science.”
“Science can be more fun than I expected.”
“I now think more scientifically”
“This day has taught me a lot about science.”
“I saw interesting and mysterious things I’ve never
seen before.”
“I really liked the day and I hope you can show other
people those experiments.

